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A. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION:  15x1=15 
 

1. Meaning of  “Batter”-- 

a) Mixture of rice    

b) to hit something which causes serious damage               

c) another name for the cops 

2. Why did the traffic cops shout at the speaker? 

a) The speaker hit the bumper and damaged the hood    

 b) The speaker was speaking rudely                 

 c) The speaker ran away 

3. What was the condition of the driving license? 

 a)good condition          b)it was expired and time to renew it                   c) damaged 

       4.   Find out the reason: ‘ The speaker was the poor driver’ 

              a)he violated the traffic rules and damaged the properties 

              b)he was driving the car very slowly 

              c) he was scared to drive 

     5.  Meaning of ‘Fray’..?  

              a) astray                b)people         c)  crowd 

     6.  Meaning of ‘skimmed’?  

              a) moved or passed swiftly           b) strained  c)  filtered 

       7.   Who is the author of “ Demon Driver”? 

              a) Ruskin Bond                 b)James Karl           c)Harry Wilson    

        8.  Meaning of  ‘menacing”? 

              a) someone who doesn’t care                   b)helper     c) someone who causes trouble 



         9.  Demon Driver was asked to send the money through ___________. 

                a) Net banking          b)cheque          c) Demand Draft 

        10. What happened to the New Car of the Demon Driver? 

               a)The car was damaged and sent for repair    

               b) The car was sent to the police station                

               c) The car was given to the neighbour 

         11. How much did the neighbour charge the demon driver to compensate the damage? 

                a)One thousand              b) Five thousand           c) Three thousand 

         12. Who said these words- ‘ No problem, ’he said, ‘ Your license now pukka’…. 

               a)Traffic cop   b)The friends of the speaker   c) neighbour 

         13.  How did the Demon Driver solve the license problem? 

                a) By giving a sum of money to the cop         

                b) He renewed the license     

                c) He surrendered and paid the fine   

         14. According to the cop, where could the speaker drive to next? 

                 a) to Mumbai                   b)all the way to Kolkata               c) all the way to Kochi 

          15. Who were encouraging the demon driver by saying-‘ We are all going to help you to make a  

                  fresh start’? 

                 a) The friends of the demon driver        

                 b)The cops after receiving the sum of money                  

                 c) The neighbour 
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